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Editorial-continued

The final form it will take is still evolving as
the giants of  commerce and capital reshape
the focus. Insiders debate the changes to
come with poorly concealed anxiety.  The
elitism of the chosen few has given way to
making money. Given the potential power
for easy(?) Internet access,  what we do has
enormous implications for democratizing
the net as an inclusive institution. There
exists an obligation to protect with vigilance
the rights of those not yet ready to go on-
line!

Because vast numbers of people do not yet
have substantial presence on the Internet does
not negate their substantial interest. Those
interests  must not be diminished or finessed
away during the coming  gold rush!

THIS ISSUE:

We promised a big Windows Issue
for issue two and couldn’t deliver!
Hard drive crashes, illness, electronic
services out of commission and
finally, bread and butter demands of
work. It will all be here in the
upcoming “many flavors of  windows”

A Call to our Readers

We are actively looking for someone
to take on the responsibility for
shareware software review and
evaluation!

There any number of public issues
which directly affect computer users
that should be of concern to all of us.
This magazine was originally
conceived to provide a voice for
computer professionals.  That offer
still stands. Submissions are
welcome.

Letters to the Editor :

I am delighted to report that we are
beginning to receive comment from our
readers.  Some are formal  letters and are
private communications while others would
make fine reading for everyone.  They cover
the waterfront  from technical
recommendations about ACROBAT to
suggestions of content.  Those  who take the
time to write long critiques please let us
know that you don’t object to our
publishing it and tag the document as a
Letter To The Editor:

Subscriptions:

As a shareware publication we have not yet
pushed for subscriptions.  The practicalities
of putting out a magazine are going to have
to be addressed.  I’d like some feedback on
issues of advertising and sponsorships
covering both individuals, institutions, and
corporations.  We need some input from
those of you who trouble to read us.

Financial support helps defray some of the
on going costs and is a singular act of
supporting our efforts. Issues of quality and
impartiality has been noted by more than
one developer and vendor. We are all aware
that  independent voices are few!

Pictures, Graphics and Sound!

We are trying be sensitive to the size of files
for download.  Most of our readers pick up
the magazine at the various ftp and mirror
sites.  The authoring tools create either fat
viewers or fat compiled executables.  Folks
who write to us want we don’t use more
pictures, graphs or sound clips. The added
file size is enormous.

Magazine Content:

Those of you who feel we are missing
important content areas please let us know
what you feel is missing here?


